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On Wednesday 11th October, the prestigious ‘Doyen-of-the-Year’ 
award was presented to Mickey Martin by LIASA excom member 
Bruno Isler. Bruno’s valedictory address portrayed Mickey’s ster-
ling service to the Lift Industry over many years, with his new Arti-
san Training Center in Roodepoort an absolute boon to Industry. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Robert Nesmith was presented with the LIASA ‘Up-and-Coming’ 
award by Dr Theo Kleinhans for his extensive inputs over recent 

years, especially as a senior SANAS assessor who has the distinc-
tion of reviewing the senior AIA’s of our Lift Industry. 

 

DoL  SELECT  ADVISORY  
COMMITTEE 

 

On Wednesday 11.10.2017, immediately after the 
LIASA AGM, Deputy Director Mr Hlaks Monyaki, 
convened the meeting. Extensive discussions fo-
cused around Codes of Practice for inspection and 
testing of inter alia, vertical lifting platforms, ac-
cess goods only lifts, rack and pinion lifts and ser-
vice lifts inside wind turbines. 
 

No clear directive was received on the way for-
ward with respect to DoL taking over the stew-
ardship of the SANS lift and escalator standards 
following SABS withdrawal from these standards. 
 

Extensive discussions also focused on other criti-
cal factors such as exemptions and shortcomings 
experienced with the current OHSAct lift regula-
tions. The next meeting is set for May 2018.  

LIASA  MERIT  AWARDS  2017 
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AWARDS OF RECOGNITION  
 

1. Honorary Life Membership:  The LIASA Excom saw 
fit to introduce a new category of awards, namely 
‘Honorary Lift Membership’ in recognition of certain 
excelling members. The first awards were made to … 

 

 Eddie Cook (82):  Eddie now resides in PE with 
wife ???. At 82 Eddie is the oldest member of LIASA, 
and has regularly featured in the Educom. Eddie has fi-
nally decided to call it a day. In his absence at the AGM, 
the award certificate was handed to LIASA PE Regional 
Chairman Brandon Brown, to hand over to Eddie in PE 
on LIASA’s behalf. 

 

 Manny Perreira (80):   Mannie is now the oldest fully 
active RLI and AIA in the South African Lift Industry. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Manny is presented with his Honorary Life  

Membership certificate by Dr Theo Kleinhans 
 

The ‘Up-and-Coming Member’ and ‘Doyen-of-the-Year’ 
awards resulted through unanimous nominations by the in-
dustry and LIASA Excom members. The awards included 
the floating trophies seen in the front-page photos, certifi-
cates of achievement as well as substantial cash vouchers. 
 

ELECTION  OF  OFFICE  

BEARERS  FOR  2018 
 

Chairman: Ronnie Branders (re-elected)  

Deputy Chair: Eugene Ferreira 

Treasurer: David Kleinhans (re-elected) 

Secretary: Bonnie Peden (re-elected) 

Executive Committee Members: Peter Murray (re-

elect); Bruno Isler (re-elect); Clifford Kleinhans (re-

elect); Mickey Martin (re-elect); Hennie Hudson.    

KZN Regional Chairman: Sanjeev Singh (re-elected) 

Cape Coastal Chairman: Branden Brown (re-elected) 

Ex Officio: Theo Kleinhans & Sanjeev Singh. 

LIASA  ANNUAL  GENERAL  MEETING  11 OCTOBER  2017    

  

 

 

Eddie Cook, is the 1st  

LIASA member to be 

awarded Honorary 

Life membership.     

Being very fit, Eddie 

until recently, still 

played league tennis  -  

No mean feat when 

considering his age. 

 

 

 
LIASA  NEW  EXCOM  MEMBER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Hennie Hudson, a popular nominee,  

was elected to the LIASA Excom 

 

LIASA NEW DEPUTY CHAIRMAN 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Eugene Ferreira MSc, Pr Techni Eng, Reg Lift Inspector  
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by Sanjeev Singh 
 

I write in my personal capacity in the interest of public health 
and safety. With SABS giving the Industry notice of 
‘withdrawal’ from the Lift Standards, we need to look at the 
recent, current and proposed future enforcement of lift and esca-
lators regulations and standards. 
  

Analysis of the Implementation of the  
Regulatory Requirements  

 

The Lift Regulations that we currently refer to, were promulgat-
ed with effect from 1 December 2010. The notable changes 
were: 

 The move from "Registered Lift Inspector" to "Inspection 
Service Provider".  Registered Lift Inspector is now only 
referenced under "definitions" in the regulation and no 
longer in any regulation or sub-regulation. 

 A clear and explicit definition of a Competent Lift Mechan-
ic. 

 Incorporation of Standards. (SANS 10360 … the mainte-
nance and repair of lifts ... which was compiled and 
agreed to by all stakeholders, has since been withdrawn). 

 The requirement for periodic Comprehensive reports to be 
performed every 24 months. 

 The mandatory requirements for the Inspection Service Pro-
vider (SANAS accreditation at hefty costs). 

 The mandatory requirements for the Lift Service Provider. 

 The mandatory requirements for the User. 
 

The intention of the regulations are to place an equal responsi-
bility on the User, Lift  Service Provider and the Inspection Ser-
vice Provider. The DoL (Department of Labour) would perform 
an oversight function, tasked with the enforcement and advoca-
cy of the regulations. To avoid any ambiguity regarding percep-
tion or interpretation, a guideline to the regulations was pub-
lished. One needs to take into account that the regulations were 
in draft and review for six years prior to the promulgation 
and, somehow, what was in the final draft, was not all promul-
gated. This makes for one question  -  The purpose of  prior con-
sultations and engagements with the major industry game play-
ers ... but that's another story.  
 

So now seven years down the line, let us examine what the real 
scenario is. I will make a reference to each regulation (and/or 
sub-regulation) with a description of the intent, and an associat-
ed comment … 
 

2 - Scope of Application. The regulations apply to all persons 
(companies) who perform work on equipment and all persons 
who own such equipment. Ironically, persons who work on the 
equipment (lift service providers) still plead ignorance of the 
regulations, despite working within a regulated environment. 
Regrettably, the same also applies to some owners. 
 

3 - Permission to Install and Use. The regulation applies to all. 
A unit cannot be installed or used until it has been registered. 
Further, a unit cannot be used (or placed into service) unless the 
owner is in possession of a valid comprehensive report. 
Among the myriad units being installed without being regis-
tered first, there are thousands of units in operation today … 

 without valid comprehensive reports. 

  

5 - Particulars of Lifts, Escalators and Passenger Convey-
ors. The regulation is explicit regarding what information is to 
be displayed where and within a holder. The electrical sche-
matic for the unit is part of each installation and belongs to the 
user. It is the user's responsibility to ensure that this schematic 
is on site. The lift company, by removing these from the site, 
places the user in contravention of the regulation. 
 

6 - Inspections and Tests. There is still a fair amount of con-
fusion regarding the definition of "modification" despite this 
being clearly detailed within the standard. The result is that 
many units have been modified without undergoing the man-
datory ‘Annex A commissioning’ inspection. The regulation 
also calls for a comprehensive report after a "failure". The 
comprehensive report after a failure should be seen as a con-
structive, corrective and preventative exercise. However, the 
intention falls flat if failures are not reported and merely 
swept under the carpet as happens regularly today. Also, it 
is the obligation of the Inspection Service Provider to ensure 
that all records are in good order and up to date. Sadly, when 
records are called for via an item on the comprehensive report, 
the service providers have difficulty accepting this ; despite the 
regulatory requirement to maintain records for ten years. 
 

7 - Maintenance. At the risk of sounding alarmist, I will resist 
the temptation to comment on the devil in this industry (the 
infamous Comprehensive Maintenance Contract) and focus 
instead on the regulatory issues. We still encounter users who 
refuse to "appoint" a service provider. We still have lift com-
panies that do not check door locks (more that 50% of call 
backs are landing door related). We encounter rope reports 
which show an "improvement" of the rope condition over 
years. We see seized governors, safety gear and buffers. Seri-
ous defects identified during maintenance are generally cor-
rected, but not verified by an inspection service provider. (As 
far as we know, not a single AIA inspection service provider 
has been engaged to verify a service company’s ‘repair’ or 
corrective action).  
 

The regulations clearly require both the user of the equipment 
and the service provider to inform the DoL regarding the 
equipment, and in fact, who the appointed service provider is. 
The lift companies, seemingly, do not want to furnish this in-
formation to the DoL.  The lift service provider is further 
obliged to inform the DoL of units that are operating without 
a valid comprehensive report. Considering that there are 
thousands of units operating without  valid comprehensive 
reports, the DoL should be inundated with notification reports  
from lift service providers ... Sadly, this is not the case. 
 

8 - Record Keeping. This is the obligation solely of the user. 

However, the user (in good faith) assigns (deputes) this func-

tion via contract, to the lift service provider. 
 

Continued overleaf >     

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

LIFT  INDUSTRY: REGULATIONS  &  STANDARDS   

 

UK  ACCIDENT  REPORTS 
 

We regret to advise that the overseas newsletter did 
not arrive in time for printing ... 
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What is the Current State of Affairs? 
(continued from Page 3) 

 

The AIA’s (inspection service providers), who are the most 
heavily regulated, appear to be the only compliant and pro-
gressive sector. AIA’s firstly have to be registered as RLI’s 
with ECSA (Engineering Council of SA), maintaining this 
registration through payment of annual subscriptions and 
complying to annual ECSA CPD (continued professional 
development) requirements. To this purpose RLI’s become 
members of LIASA (Lift Inspectors Association), who in 
general look after the statutory needs of the RLI’s. 
 

AIA’s then have to be accredited by SANAS and are as-
sessed annually for compliance to an internationally accept-
ed standard. Approval is then issued by DoL, only after a 
successful assessment by SANAS, allowing the AIA to 
practice within the strict confines of his accreditation. DoL 
can at any instance withdraw an AIA’s exemption to prac-
tice should any AIA not keep to the straight and narrow. 
 

Conversely, There is no obligation for lift service providers 
to be part of any statutory or voluntary association. Accord-
ingly, the LEA and ILESA (Independent Service Compa-
nies) cannot claim to be wholly representative of all the lift 
companies in South Africa. Add to this that lift companies 
do not inform DoL of the units which they maintain ... con-
tributing to the national scenario where DoL do not have an 
acceptable  database of lift service providers and their units. 
 

Besides a lift company's internal policy (if applicable), there 
is no mandatory code of practice, or prescriptive SANS 
standard for lift service providers. Remember, SANS 10360 
was withdrawn (largely due to motivation from some par-
ties originally instrumental in compiling that standard). So, 
we don't have … 

• a register of all active lift service companies  

• and we don't have a prescribed code of practice …  
 

Yet we all work under the Occupational Health and Safety 
Act and should be placing public safety as top priority? 
 

Whereas there are thousands of units that are operating 
without valid comprehensive reports, DoL have been in-
formed of less than 35 that I know of. To exacerbate the 
problem, the lift service providers know that they are at 
fault ... yet nothing happens to them! 
 

We all know of the incidents and fatalities that have oc-
curred since 2010 ... yet nothing happens. Technically they 
are all hushed up and swept under the carpet. We have had 
more incidents and fatalities in the last ten years, than in 
the combined preceding South African lift history. Yet we 
still have people that are not competent lift mechanics work-
ing on lifts. What is happening? How much do we value a 
person’s life? How many prosecutions have there been? 
 

Where is the Long Arm of the Law? 
 

My opinion is that while the Inspection Service Provider 
concept has enhanced the quality, uniformity  and added 
value to the inspection process, the regulations have been a 
failure in all other aspects. One simply cannot have an 
expectation of constructive and progressive implementation, 
while there is a total lack of advocacy and statutory over-
sight. Limited resources, infrastructure and funds can no 
longer be an excuse. If this is the reality we have to endure, 
we might as well re-classify the regulations as a guideline.                   

By Sanjeev Singh 
  

Specified Category of Registered Lift  
Inspector (RLI’s) 

 

I write in my personal capacity having extensive exposure in 
the compilation and implementation of the registration pro-
cess. 
 

Key Points to Consider - Process  

 There is no dedicated Lift Inspectors Registration Com-
mittee at ECSA 

 Applications are sent to reviewers who are selected from 
a group of RLI's. The reviewers are essentially volun-
teers who have completed a training course regarding 
application assessment 

 The reports of each reviewer is thereafter sent to a mod-
erator nominated by ECSA. The moderator checks each 
reviewers report for accuracy and consistency, whether 
the applicant should be registered or not, and then sends 
a summary and recommendation to the Registrations 
Manager 

 After the Registrations Manager is satisfied with the 
moderators report, the Registrations Manager (via the 
Central Registrations Committee) recommends to Coun-
cil that the applicant should be registered (or not) ... 

 An applicant who does not meet the requirements for 
registration, is informed accordingly with reasons. 

 

Key Points to Consider  -  Requirements 
 

1. The requirements for registration were compiled by rele-
vant stakeholders guided by the ECSA gazetted policy. 
The requirements are explicit and are published on the 
ECSA website. To avoid any confusion between the 
ECSA policy requirements and the assessment criteria 
that is used, an approved  assessment checklist is com-
pleted for each applicants assessment. 

2. There are two avenues to obtain registration. Firstly, the 
formal route whereby the applicant has a prescribed aca-
demic qualification as well as prescribed work experi-
ence. Secondly, the alternate route whereby a candidates 
Recognition Of Prior Learning (RPL), lower level quali-
fications and appropriate work experience is considered. 
As most applicants have progressed from the "trade" up, 
the alternate route will always remain an option, alt-
hough the formal route is better defined and preferred. 

3. Generally, applicants with an N6 Diploma (National 
Technical Diploma) are assessed via the formal route 
while candidates with a Technical Certificate (NTC3 - 
NTC6) are assessed via the alternate route. Candidates 
who possess foreign qualifications need to apply to the 
South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) for con-
version to an equivalent NQF recognition. 

4. Only work experience as a "competent person" is consid-
ered. Competent person is unambiguously defined in the 
Lift Escalator and Passenger conveyor regulations. Work 
experience must be at an appropriate level, usually ad-
juster level upwards or work done under direct supervi-
sion of a Registered Lift Inspector. All work experience 
must be confirmed and signed by the supervisor of the 
candidate for each relevant period of work experience. 

ECSA  REGISTRATION 
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5. It is mandatory for every applicant to have attended and 
passed the examination for the Lift Inspectors Course. Oth-
er industry relevant short courses would have a positive 
influence but will not be in lieu of the mandatory Lift In-
spectors Course. 

6. Referees reports are mandatory for all registration catego-
ries at ECSA. Referees must be registered with ECSA and 
are required to submit a report in the prescribed format. The 
referee, over and above confirming the candidates experi-
ence and competence, also signs to acknowledge that he/she 
understands the requirements for registration. 

 

Formal Route Requirements 
 

The requirement for registration via the formal route is well de-
fined and the assessment of the application is not done via 
"points allocation". The requirements are a) and b) below: 
 

a)  Completed Apprenticeship/Learnership in the trade of Lift 
mechanic 

 or 
 Four years Lift experience  
 or 
 Four years acceptable engineering or lift associated work 
 

b)  N6 Diploma in a relevant field  
 and  
 Two years high level experience after successfully obtain-

ing the apprenticeship/learnership 
 and  
 Lift Inspectors Course 

0 

Alternate Route Requirements 
 

Applicants assessed via the alternate route are subject to a 
"points allocation" system. The objective is to obtain 24 points 
for registration to be recommended.   
The points allocation is as below: 
 

a)   

 
 

b)  

 
 
 

 

LEARNERSHIP / APPRENTICESHIP / PUPILAGE  
(one of) : 

 
 
Lift Mechanic     5 

 Electrician     4 

 Electronics     3 

 Mechanical     3 

 Electro-Mechanical    4 

 Registration in any other ECSA Professional Category 5 

ACADEMIC:   
 
 N6 and better 10 

 N5  6 

 N4  4 

 N3  2 

  

c) Experience: 
 

• Supervisor (Competent  person in terms of the Act)  -  2 per year 

• Adjuster (Competent  person in terms of the Act)      -  2 per year 

• Field Engineer (Compt. person in terms of the Act)   -  2 per year 

• Working under a Commitment of Undertaking    -  3 pts once-off 

• Working under supervision of an RLI       -  3 pts once-off  
 

d) Mandatory: 
 

• Lift Inspectors Course        -  3 pts once-off 
 

e) Voluntary Courses: 

• Industry/Field related or self-development  -  1 per course 
       < maximum of 3 pts 
 

Refusals 
 

An applicant is refused registration when it is determined that 
the candidate does not meet the criteria for registration.  In 
terms of the ECSA policy, an applicant can lodge an appeal 
after a refusal, after paying the associated appeal fee. Unsuc-
cessful applicants are also afforded the opportunity of a review 
interview.  It must be noted that a review interview is not an 
appeal. (In cases where the candidate has not furnished suffi-
cient information, a request for "more information" is made by 
ECSA before the application is moderated). 
 

Over the past five years, the most common reasons for refusals 
are: 

• Academic Qualifications are not sufficient 

• Work experience is not at the required level 

• Experience reports not confirmed and signed 

• Requests for additional information are unsuccessful.  
 

Ironically, for each unsuccessful application, there are at least 
two referees reports recommending that the candidate should 
be registered, so be careful whom you recommend! 
 

General 
 

It is extremely concerning that there has not been significant 
growth in our registration category over the last ten years. 
While it may be perceived that registration is of no benefit to 
an individual, registration should be regarded as a personal 
accomplishment that confirms ethics, competence and profes-
sionalism. The sad reality is that while there are many individ-
uals in the industry who comply with registration require-
ments, they have been discouraged from submitting an appli-
cation. 
 

The assessment process is not based on perception, but rather, 
on a desired outcome based on specific criteria. Taking into 
account that the registration requirements are well defined and 
achievable, there should be no reason not to achieve a 100% 
registration success rate.    
 

Considering that there are least two referees reports for each 
unsuccessful application,  one would obviously question the 
integrity of the referee. The referee, over and above confirm-
ing the candidate’s experience and competence, also signs to 
acknowledge that he/she understands the requirements for reg-
istration. Are the referees not creating the false impression to 
the candidate, that the candidate would automatically be suc-
cessful? 

ECSA  REGISTRATION … continued 
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GOLDEN GATE ASH-RIVER OUTFALL 
 
 
 
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We regularly report on interesting findings whilst travelling on 
country inspections. In this instance we inspected the lifts in the 
Golden Gate Hotel as well as the Protea Hotel in Clarens. This 
outfall is barely a kilometer from the R712 near Clarens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Lesotho Highlands Water Project agreement was signed in 
1986 and, after lengthy preparations, construction started in the 
early 1990s and continued for a large part of that decade.  An 
influx of engineers and construction experts from several coun-
tries around the world set up homes in and around Clarens to 
tackle one of the biggest civil engineering undertakings in the 
world at that time.  This large water-carrying tunnel, known as 
the Trans Caledon Tunnel, was bored under the Maluti Moun-
tains from Lesotho’s high altitude dams (2050m on my GPS) to 
the Ash River Outfall (1445m)  -  See the drill photo above 
right.  The top photo shows you the water flowing extremely 
strongly out of the side of the hill, where the tunnel emerges into 
a rectangular concrete weir to slow it down.  It continues to flow 
rapidly through and beyond several weirs, after which it joins 
the Ash River itself, with a comparatively weaker flow.   
 

The lower photo shows a reinforced concrete segment of the 
almost 6m tunnel. This has been erected as a monument to the 
project, with several commemoration plaques displayed.  The 
objective behind the whole project was to transfer excess water 
from  Lesotho to the needy regions of Gauteng.   

  

Left unharnessed, much of this precious water would have 
ended up in the Atlantic Ocean, but the new dams constructed 
in Lesotho, together with the Trans Caledon Tunnel, facilitate 
the diversion of water to South Africa’s industrial heartland 
without hefty pumps … merely by nature’s free-flow gravi-
ty.  The Outfall, of course, has turned a small stream into a 
strong fast eternally flowing river with white-water rapids, 
which you witness further along the drive.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Above is a clear view of the magnitude of the immense drill 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The second of many weirs in this stretch of the Ash river 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the opposite ridge is this fine example of the world renown 
Golden Gate sandstone cliffs  

INSPECTION PORTFOLIOS : COUNTRY  LIFT  INSPECTIONS   
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DoL Select Advisory Committee 
 

The ‘Select Advisory Committee’ consists of the major role-
players of the Industry, which is chaired by DoL. The long-
est serving member dates from circa 1978, having served 
the ‘old’ directorate as well as the new. Regrettable, this 
committee now appears to have reached a stagnation point. 
Behind-the-scenes DoL decisions are lately merely pre-
scribed and then communicated to the committee.  
  

That's probably one of the reasons why we are never fur-
nished minutes of previous meetings … and only presented 
with an agenda at the ensuing meeting opening. Following 
on SABS’s advice in April to the Industry that the ‘Lift 
Standards’ must by end December become the prerogative of 
DoL as opposed to DTI (Trade and Industry), we were ex-
pecting a follow-up DoL meeting at least by June. Instead 
this floundered on to September, where no finite decision 
was reached. The next meeting has now been mooted for the 
second quarter (or later) of 2018.  
 

We can only assume that the reason for this is that whatever 
assurances DoL may have made for end-2017, just are not 
going to be achieved. We are already in a quandary as to (for 
example) the Wind Tower lifts where a certain DoL provin-
cial director was loath to register these new units because he 
was not as yet aware of a recognised local standard for wind-
tower lifts.  
 

Major Industry Non-Compliances  
 

LIASA is understandably concerned as regards the following  

 We this year reported to DoL regarding certain RLI’s 
carrying out and issuing Annex ‘B’ comprehensive re-
ports … we are yet to hear from DoL as to their cor-
rective action! 

 

 We this year reported lift service providers installing 
brand new lifts and letting them run without any regis-
tration with DoL and completion of annexure commis-
sioning reports of these lifts … we are yet to hear 
from DoL as to their corrective prosecution action! 

 

 We this year reported service providers carrying out 
major upgrades by replacing drives and control and 
letting these lifts run without annexure ‘A’ commission-
ing reports … we are yet to hear from DoL as to their 
corrective prosecution action against these compa-
nies! 

 

 In spite of all our Educom reporting to the contrary, 
certain lift service providers are still using unqualified 
staff to service lifts 

 

 LIASA consider that less than 10% of service staff car-
ry out and correctly sign monthly service inspections in 
line with OHSAct requirements, both of the preventa-
tive maintenance and the regulatory safety tests. It is 
fast becoming the norm to carry out minimum services 
without the statutory prescribed tests.  

 

To illustrate our point, we place two photos taken this week 
on inspections of a major portfolio. You be the judge ... 
 

RECENT  DEVELOPMENTS  in the  RSA  LIFT INDUSTRY  …   
POINTS TO PONDER on ... 

A case in point is this ‘up-
grade’ where the encoder is 
tied in place with pieces of 
blue-wire. The newly in-
stalled PLC control (inclu-
ding buttons and signals), 
has no Annex ’A’ commis-
sioning report, yet this ser-
vice provider is allowed to 
ply his trade of carrying out 
upgrades and servicing lifts.   
  

To check the gap between 
the Cwt and buffer, you 
have to climb into the pit 
to look behind the pit-
screen. If only the service 
provider would lift the 
screen (say 600mm), then 
one could access the gap 
from the landing. The 
client is however paying a 
monthly inspection fee ... 
so when was this pit last 
cleaned? 

 

THE SOONER THAT DoL HAVE THE LIFT SERVICE 
PROVIDERS SANAS-ACCREDITED, THE BETTER 
CHANCE AIA’s WILL HAVE OF INSPECTING THE 

INDUSTRY’s LIFTS FOR COMPLIANCE! … The myri-
ad of back-yard mechanics can hopefully then be 

reduced, since every independent must be forced to 
compete with the multi-nationals on an equal foot-

ing, through properly registered companies. 
 

AIA’s also require a national hot-line direct to the 
Chief Inspector on any technical query in the indus-
try. Our experience with provincial Directors is that 
they appear not to be aware of the problem that we 
are communicating, consequently procrastinating 
with their involvement or not getting involved at all.  
 
 

 

NATIONAL FULL COMPLIANCE ... 
BY END 2020 

 

LIASA is regularly receiving calls from both lift 
service providers as well as lift Owners as re-
gards the projected full compliance of every lift 
and escalator by end 2020. Service providers 
have even visited the office to elicit aid in moti-
vating Owners to pay for the suggested non-
compliant items that are called for on Annex B’s 
as well as risk assessments.  
 

DoL will need to explain this more fully in a di-
rective  -  that legal changes are for the Owner’s 

account, and not the service provider.  
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FATAL  ACCIDENTS  in the   
LIFT  INDUSTRY 

 

For as long as we can remember, records of serious and fatal 
accidents are not readily available in South Africa. With 
these accidents reported in the UK, their department of 
health and safety use the accident reports preventatively 
against possible future occurrence … but not in the RSA!  
 

We know of two fatal accidents this year with major multi-
nationals. Regrettably in each instance they were hushed up 
so that details just cannot be extracted. Our attempts to ex-
tract a lesson from these accidents led to direct rebuttal. 
 

When we recently raised this lack of  industry data with 
DoL, who through the OHSAct, are the custodians of acci-
dent reporting and control in the RSA, we were answered 
with a brush of the hand and it was swept under the carpet. 
 

We this month saw a triple fatality with an independent lift 
company, where tenants fell down the lift shaft. Obviously 
still under investigation, we can however question DoL as to 
the later release of data that could form the basis of a preven-
tative strategy for the future. We don’t have all the answers, 
especially when DoL cannot even advise you of the exact 
numbers of lifts and escalators registered in the RSA because 
the provincial and national lift registration system has failed! 
 

Now we are faced with the ± 12,000 hoists that are ostensi-
bly still to be registered by October 2020  -  Quo vadis?   

 

DoL CHIEF DIRECTORATE 
Occupational Health & Safety 

 

Own minutes from a meeting held in Pretoria in February 
brings the following salient points to mind that appear not 
have been resolved as yet … 
 

 Aging Lift Inspectors:  Of the approximately 165 RLI’s 
still registered with ECSA, 55 of them were 65 years of 
age and older. No new RLI’s appear to be registered, 
which must ring the proverbial alarm-bells for DoL. The 
fact that only 18 AIA’s had been accredited by SANAS, 
stresses the shortage of competent lift inspectors.   

 

 Withdrawal of SANS 10360:  This withdrawal came as 
a surprise as it had at least defined minimum standards of 
service and repair by lift service providers. The feeling 
was that this withdrawal could open a can of worms. 

 

 Total Number of Lifts  -  Future Capacity:  The meet-
ing required a study to be done to establish the total num-
ber of lifts and escalators registered, inclusive of hoists 
that now require to be registered, as also the number of 
AIA’s that will be required to inspect all these units eve-
ry two years … to budget for future inspection capacity. 

 

 Serious and Fatal Incidents:  The meeting required that 
DoL should regularly present statistics on serious and 
fatal incidents for reporting openly in future, which was 
accepted by DoL in principle ... 

Photo of Schindler Staff taken in front of the old Booysens Offices & Factory circa 1960  -  1963 

Centre of the photo is a young Rene Hassler, MD. Others that we appear to recognise are … (left to right) 

 Back Row: Steve le Roux 3; Eddie Parker 4; Heinz ? (stores); Robbie Roberton 7; Ray Chevalier 8; Heinz Althaus 9; Jack Bovenberg 
11; Klaus Pritzen 12(Windhoek); Alec Hardiman 13; John Cowley 14(Durban); Louis Naegeli 15; Fred Coetzee 17; 

 4th Row: Otto Burri 2(Bloem); Wally Fehr 3; Bill Clifton 11; Alf Richardson 13(Durban); Wim Groos 15(Salisbury);  

 3rd Row: Ladies: Wang Ho 16; 

 2nd Row: Barnfather 2(PE); Andrew Komirowski 3; Mike Hattingh 4; Smittie 5(Bloem); Bill Patterson 6; Len Chappell 7; Rene Has-
sler 8; Alf Ilisio 9; Alf Sifrig 11(Durban); 

 Front Row: Werner Abt 8; Lou Carvallo 9;   
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IP Ratings of Equipment 
 

We all know and talk about IP ratings on equipment, but 
we sometimes stumble when confronted with require-
ments. Firstly we should know that IP stands for … In-
gress Protection. In simple to understand terms, it means 
protection against the ingress of … 
 

i) Body parts like fingers and tools and wires 
ii) Dust or other particles / objects and ... 
iii) Water or other liquids. 
 

In our LE Regulation 4 “design and construction” it is 
regulated that lifts installed in areas where there is a dan-
ger of explosions due to the presence of fumes or dust, 
must comply to certain standards. 
 

What many of us do not know is that certain dust in sus-
pension is highly explosive. One area where this is often 
overlooked is at grain silos. Back in the 1980’s we had 
such an explosion at Christiana Silo and I happened to 
arrive there about two hours after the explosion. The 
bucket elevator was ripped open for many meters. To rip 
it open, dozens of 10mm bolts were broken off. All the 
windows of the tower were shuttered. Fortunately there 
was nobody in the tower when it happened. 
 

Still with Otis at that time, we went around all the silos 
and we … 
 

i)  Replaced all the fluorescent car lights with enclosed 
 bulk head fittings 
ii)   Fitted sealed covers to all the open controllers and  
iii) Modified the open Otis “L” locks and auxiliary 

contacts to have enclosed switches. 
 

Now this month, many years later, when I did inspections 
on these same lifts, I found most of those requirements 
have been thrown out over the years  -  implying that the 
younger generation do not know better. 
 

Similarly, must observation lifts in open wells outside a 
building, have an IP rating for the electrical equipment 
against the elements of rain. Whilst lifts in dusty envi-
ronments like cement factories, shall have IP ratings 
against the dust. 
 

Younger sales persons in the lift industry need to be 
made aware of this especially nowadays that lifts are 
imported as a standard and not locally built to suit special 
conditions. 
 

Shown right, is a table representing IP Ratings, with an 
example of how a particular rating is defined. We tend to 
think that just the Iscors, Modderfontein’s Dynamite Fac-
tory, Sasol and the like, require explosion proof lift 
equipment. Grain silos are just as dangerous. 
 

 

 
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FROM  WILLEM  du  TOIT’S  DESK  -  Reporting on IP Ratings 
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Over the years, the majority of our Educom readers have sub-
scribed to and expect the notion of traditional journalism with 
every month’s issue. Contra  -  As an editor consistently en-
deavouring to measure up to reader expectations, we have 
however tended to reach out beyond these bounds of credulity. 
In fact, outside the ambit of time-honoured convention … for 
in the New South Africa a spade needs to be called a spade! 
 

We have come to learn and understand that in the affairs of 
Man, there is much that is strange, regularly defying both logic 
and reason. How else do we explain the effort and time devot-
ed to the establishment of hierarchies and status quo in our Lift 
Industry Management over several decades, ostensibly contin-
ually in the search of customer service excellence. However, 
the inspection results on most lifts and escalators nowadays, 
bear mute testimony to these drives of yesteryear being cast by 
the wayside. Maximisation of profits to meet shareholder de-
mands, now takes precedence in the management process. We 
lately see cost-cutting in all spheres of lift business budgetary, 
with technical training, regrettably bearing the brunt of fiscal 
cuts, with very few new apprentices entering the industry. 
 

Evidence of this process is most obvious in the function of 
specialisation, for ultimately, nothing is supposed to  impress 
quite so much as a genuine gung-ho specialist, worthy of ac-
creditation as an icon. Lawyers and doctors appear to be the 
most specialised in our viewpoint, for when seeing them, they 
appear to index all the information obtained from you, through 
due process in a long-dead cumbersome Latinian language that 
originally formed part of our secondary schooling and tertiary 
curriculum. In the face of nolo contendere; mea culpa; caveat 
emptor; actio quantum minoris and tempus fugit, we are will-
ingly sucked into their web, with the only outcome a much 
padded invoice that we have to pay … 
 

DoL appear, perhaps through a deplorable habit, to fetter us as 

AIA’s with somewhat ridiculous restrictions and insidious 

costs in order to turn us into inspection specialists (in our con-

sidered opinion) … transforming what used to be a practical 

cost-effective approach to lift inspection, by the alchemy of 

regulatory and standards language into a long-winded inspec-

tion and re-inspection process to ensure that the industry’s lifts 

and escalators are supposedly safe and regulatory compliant … 

What DoL forget is that quality gets built into each process 

from the start, with the final inspection process truly unable to 

ensure the DoL’s desired level of quality. Fortunately for the 

Industry, there are still the older true RLI cognoscenti, replete 

and skilled in every nuance of the lift inspection Code of Prac-

tice as it applies to lift equipment and inspection tactics … for 

we handful of ECSA-registered RLI’s  earn our living from the 

glorious indolence of Lift Engineering … and therefore readi-

ly concur … touch wood … that we are ENGINEERS and 

(touch wood again) … not POLITICIANS! 
 

When will DoL realise that it’s the lift service provid-

ers that need to be SANAS-accredited … and NOT 

the AIA inspection service providers!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dit is Vrydagaand, 13de Oktober … twee dae na die LIASA 
jaarvergadering by Jeppe Quondam se vergadersaal. Rustig sit 
ek in my kampvuur se gloed, gehipnotiseer deur die dans van 
die vlamme. Hulle huppel en spring, elkeen met ‘n kortstondi-
ge uitbarsting van energie, en elkeen absoluut uniek. Onder 
hulle gloei die kole in die smeltkroes, in kleure van die somer 
son daar waar hulle op hul warmste is. Op ander plekke weer 
vaal soos die môreryp in die winter. Van bas-tot-as is soos ‘n 
duisend asems, wat gis en blaas soos die sappe uit die houd 
spuit en in blou metaanvlamme ontbrand. 
 

In vrede sit ek daar, gesus, gesalf en geborge. Ou herrinner-
inge word opgewarm en ‘n paar nuwes word gebak. Die sagte 
flikkers streel en troos waar straks nog letsels van die af-
gelope jaar se werksaamhede lê. Hulle skyn by voorbaat lig 
in die dag van more, om met grys strepe op die horizon te 
vertoon en die breek van ‘n nuwe dag te verkondig. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aandstons dring dit tot my deur, dat ek reeds ure so sit en tob 
oor hoeveel genooide gaste nooit vir die jaarvergadering op-
gedaag het nie. Bonnie wat so veel tyd en beredering ingesit 
het om dit weereens ‘n sukses te maak. Elkeen is persoonlik 
op sy naam genooi, draai dit deur my denke; Elkeen is gevra 

om te respondeer sodat die nodige reëlings getref kon word. 
Maar tot die hoogste gesag, was dit nie vir hulle noemens-
waardig om ‘n plan te maak om by te woon of selfs te laat 
weet nie. Is hulle dan te goed of te hoog vir ons Jan Alle-
mans? Nee wat redeneer ek teen myself. Miskien is genoeg  
nou genoeg op my ryke ouderdom. Dit is seersekerlik tyd om 
handdoek in te gooi … Ek het seker te ouderwets geword vir 
dié kaliber van dié jonger genooide gaste van vanjaar ...  
 

Ooglopend het hulle geskitter in hul afwesigheid. 
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THE  EDUCOM … FACTUAL  TECHNICAL  BULLETIN? 
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THE  POWER  of  MENTORSHIP    

 

Mentorship has been around for as long as humans have been 
civilized. It started from the Greek and Roman children acquir-
ing their parents’ skills from their earliest childhood. However, 
today’s modern upbringing of children is still considered a pa-
rental obligation. Notably, where parents are university gradu-
ates, their higher genetic ability is generally transferred to the 
children at a more superior level, giving them higher innate 
abilities. Psychologists even see gifted children being developed 
further than the norm by undertaking psychometric tests that 
highlight their innate strengths and weaknesses, albeit scholas-
tic or athletics driven, allowing them to adapt to corrective 
developmental training and education programs. 
 

We are all born with a genetically inspired IQ (intelligence quo-
tient), a combination of both parents’ genes. Mentorship rec-
ognizes the mentee’s innate AQ (application quotient), endeav-
ouring to develop it further to above-average performance. 
Positive mentorship kicks in when a family relative, friend or 
superior employer takes a personal active interest in a particular 
person, and nurtures their innate ability through further extra-
curricular activities. This is normally achieved through a pro-
fessional service provider, who has been nominated for a par-
ticular field of study and who specializes in that sphere of op-
erations to develop an otherwise raw ability to reach its maxi-
mum potential. This is termed ‘pedagogy’ where youngsters are 
involved, as opposed to ‘andragogy’ for adults. In every case the 
mentee has to be willing and co-operative with the mentor for 
the mentorship to succeed. Webster’s universal dictionary defines 
a mentor as … a wise and faithful counselor. The word is taken from 
the Greek tutor of Ulysses, named ‘Mentor’. 
   

Sigmund Freud (1856 – 1939) is considered the father of psy-

choanalysis. He postulated that many forms of neurosis and 

psychophysical attributes persist unconsciously in every person 

to a greater or lesser level, which has to be awakened, extracted 

and developed to a desired higher state. Each life phase is 

therefore cyclical, starting from a low and reaching a maximum 

over a period of time. If no further development is manifest, it 

generally tapers off as the person becomes board, actually 

dropping to a lower level of achievement. The person then has 

to be motivated to regenerate into a new cycle at a higher level 

of challenge and achievement. Psychologically every person 

can therefore be evaluated at any stage in their life to be either 

of an under-performer; falling into the norm category; falling into the 

achiever category; or rising into the 90th percentile category. The 

latter being the exception to the rule and generally under 10% 

of any target population. These persons are the stand-out ex-

amples of achievement, either academically or sportwise. 
 

In the Lift Industry mentors are self appointed  -  wishing to 

put something back, which they can do through recognizing a 

particular individual who can be selected for extra curricular 

training, alternatively nurtured for future industry executive 

committees. However, the mentor has to make the first 

 

PROMOTION of ACCESS to INFOR-
MATION ACT of 2000 

 

During the course of 2000 the Promotion of Access to 
Information Act (known as the PAIA Act) was passed 
into law (sic).  This Act allows members of the public to 
know who they are dealing with in a business or private 
body. To be compliant with the Act, all public and pri-
vate bodies must now have a PAIA Manual (also known 
as a Section 51 Manual). 
 

Extensions for compliance were granted until December 
2015 to submit your manuals to the SAHRC.  Even if 
you qualify for an extension on the submission date, you 
still need to have a valid PAIA Manual available on re-
quest.  This means all businesses need to have one. 
 

Government claim that it is very easy to create a compli-
ant manual for submission to the SAHRC, just like the 
RLI manual submissions to SANAS. Even now after 3 
years of regular reviews, we still have process shortcom-
ing findings. So don’t be fooled into a false sense of 
complacency that the PAIA 51 manual is a piece of cake 
simply because it's quick, simple and (of course the usu-
al government sugared carrot) it is completely tax de-
ductible.  So was our SANAS operations manual en-
forced on RLI’s through the OHSAct LEPC regulations 
… except that it cost us approximately R145 000 to 
get the initial working manual and achieve accredita-
tion as an AIA.  
 

Have a look at our website which shows you the penal-
ties you may face if you do not comply with this Act. 

For more info contact www.easypaia.co.za. 
 

Lift Portfolio Owners … don’t forget that 
the OHSAct has extended the full regulato-
ry compliance of your lifts and escalators 
from 2015 to an absolute final October 2020 
 

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED … 
IGNORANCE of the LAW is no excuse! 

move. Very importantly, the mentee has to give his or her full 
co-operation to ensure an acceptable level of success. If a 
workshop machine operator can be spotted and nurtured to 
achieve a BSc engineering degree in a matter of five-six years, 
then the sky must be the limit for any mentorship program. 
Possibly the key words can be found in Shakespeare’s Hamlet, 
where Polonius admonishes his son Laerties who is about to 
tackle the real world out there, with these famous words … 

“This above all, to thine own self be true … 
and it must follow, as the night the day, 

thou canst not then be false to any man”...  
for it will take hard work and offering up of many short-term 
pleasures if an ultimate real-life acceptable goal is to be reached. 

  

But nobody says it’s going to be easy! 

http://www.easypaia.co.za
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THE LIFT BUSINESS 
 

Identical to all engineering principles, with lifts it’s essential to 
seek out the right elements  -  We are talking elements like ex-
pertise, partnerships, people and resources, for it’s the right 
combination of these elements that are required for success. 
 
Educom fills a key niche in endeavouring to supply the requi-
site information and corrective action through research and 
applied field-work reporting, engaging directly with the major 
stakeholders in the Lift Industry. Educom has to date been rep-
resented in all the specialist working group committees. Our 
monthly communications have therefore focused on and identi-
fied the key factors threatening the success of our industry, 
developing mitigating measures to reduce risk and reverse the 
wrongs of yesterday. Consequently we consistently endeavour 
to recognise and report on developing innovative methodolo-
gies and best practice guidelines ...  
 

for this is the crux of our very exitance into the future  
of the RSA Lift Industry. 

by Dr Theo Kleinhans 
 

Over the past 15 to 18 months we have witnessed global 
changes unprecedented in our South African history in 
terms of their occurrence and magnitude. Interestingly, they 
have mostly been predicted, from the energy crisis; fuel-oil 
scenarios; to growing economic crises in the developing 
Central and Southern Africa such as dramatic climate 
changes and subsequential food crises. What has been the 
RSA’s political response to all this? Nothing but more rhet-
oric, platitudes, commissions of inquiry and general inac-
tion. 
 

Astoundingly, in the Cradle of Humankind, our courageous 
leadership is conspicuous by its absence. We have over the 
past ten months witnessed useable opportunities close by 
government’s reaction with their much maligned ‘state cap-
ture’, back-pedalling and prevarication  -  In fact syco-
phants to the vested interests of the status quo. 
 

Climate change through global warming has become a hot 
topic, with record floods in one part of the globe whilst 
there is unprecedented drought in others. Our RSA dams 
have in general, reached their lowest combined ebb ever. 
Unequivocal in research findings, climate change is hap-
pening in South Africa. The only uncertainties revolve 
around how fast  and how wide corrective action is going to 
be taken by the local, provincial and government agencies. 
 

Scientific consensus demands that we  start enlarging our 
dams; building new ones and changing the whole mind-set 
of our nation where the proletariat continually demand free 
housing, water, lights and education  -  refusing to accept 
that the income revenue fiscus can only sustain so much! 
 

The nay-sayers have already damagingly delayed corrective 
action responses past the point of a meaningful turn-around  
-  Exactly the same way as the tobacco companies managed 
for years to prevent the truth of tobacco smoking being fatal 
to one’s health.  The obscenely wealthy oil moguls have 
equally inflated fuel-oil prices for record multi-billion dol-
lar profits, none of which is finding its way back to the sub-
sistence living of the poor in Central and Southern Africa in 
order to attain decent livelyhoods. 
 

The question is not only whether government will respond, 
but rather how they will respond. Renown psychologist 
Erik Sevarid’s Law, postulates that most problems are 
caused by their corrective solutions. This is still true in the 
RSA where our politicians scurry for quick-fix solutions 
instead of sterling long-term survival tactics that would 
resolve the conundrums that we face. 
 

The Lift Industry had a useable national registration system 
which was ‘upgraded’ at great cost. It has now apparently 
collapsed, judging by the difficulty to register lifts in all 
nine provinces with its own particular provincial number 
signifying between lifts, escalators and hoists (Dumb-
waiters etc).  
 

Worst still  -  who will control this vertical and inclined 
transport? DoL have saddled a horse that will not easily be 
ridden. Their staff are too few and untrained in our industry 
technology. Only time will tell ... maybe when its too late! 

UNDERSTANDING THE COMPLEXITIES OF 
THE LIFT INDUSTRY 

 
The major stakeholders simply do not understand enough 
about the complexities of our Lift Industry, thinking that we 
can solve problems simply with another technological quick-
fix which invariably incentivizes the wrong responses. As 
Einstein is quoted … ‘for every problem a solution exists 
which is simple, obvious and wrong!’ Providing of course 
for Severied’s rather profound law … when will we learn? 
 

First on the industry priority list should be the re-introduction 
of apprentice training akin to the 1980’s in magnitude. We 
need to resolve the current low technical ability of our indus-
try’s field manpower. Secondly, the downward pressure on 
field staff numbers must be reversed to give more quality time 
to servicing and repair, obviously with a concomitant budget-
ry re-definition. Service providers must realize that they can-
not continue charging higher service contract fees without a 
parallel increase in service quality.  
 

We simply cannot wait to see the OHSAct define that lift ser-
vice providers become SANAS accredited. Then perhaps, 
quality can be built and serviced into the lift installations 
… not as the current perception especially by DoL that it must 
be INSPECTED into the equipment! 
 

We wait with bated breath to see DoL’s takeover of the stew-
ardship of the SABS standards, ostensibly by the end of 2017. 
This must include the ongoing development, correction, com-
munication and of course … the regulatory governance of 
these standards.  
 

In closing, this edition of Educom is more special than ever. 
Celebrating its 15th anniversary in January 2018. It has be-
come not only the mouthpiece of the Lift Inspection Industry, 
but the industry as a whole: Perhaps the catalyst that is 
needed for decision makers in DoL and Lift Companies.    
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  LIASA  CONTACT  DETAILS  
 

Bonnie Peden  -  National Executive Secretary 

Office: (011) 907-0133  -  Telefax: (011) 907-0131 

  

E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 

Website Address: www.iliasa.org.za 

PO Box 531,  Alberton,  1450 

 
 

 

 
 

LIASA in 1995, to qualify for ECSA (Engineering Council) recognition 
as a ‘Voluntary Association’ (VA  -  Article 21 Association), formal Arti-
cles of Association were required, along with a formalized membership struc-
ture. These were drawn up by founder members Dr Theo Kleinhans and Steve 
le Roux. Steve was elected as Chairman of the National Executive Commit-
tee in Gauteng, with Theo as Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Mike Russell as 
Regional Chairman Western Cape and Graham Mould as Regional Chair-
man Eastern Cape. Natal and the Free State were vacant at that time.   
 

The LIASA membership has regrettably reduced to 145 paid-up mem-

bers,   possibly due to the curtailing forces of the SANAS accreditation. 

 
 
New LIASA membership cards have again been issued to all payed up 
members. Please check with Bonnie if you have not received your latest card, 
making sure that you are indeed paid up. Remember that proof has to be 
retained in case you are called on to present them to ECSA. Membership of 
LIASA ensures an ECSA subscription rebate more than  equal to the 
LIASA subscription, being a motivator to engender or retain LIASA 
membership.   □ 

 
EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 

 
Educom’s contact logistics, where you speak to … 

The Editor  -  Bonnie Peden  
 

Office: (011) 907-0133 
Telefax: (011) 907-0131                  

E-mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za 
 

                             PO Box 531,  Alberton,  1450 
 

Please forward us your newsworthy articles and photos for dis-
sémination to all our colleagues around the RSA. 
 

Articles contributed to Educom are evaluated by ECSA as CPD, 
assisting you to achieve your minimum 5 points per year, avera-
ged out over 5-year rolling periods. Remember that … 

 

« Ignorance of FACT is NO excuse  
for any stated non-compliance » 

 

« Liberty means responsibility  -   
That is why most men dread it » 

 

                                                              George Bernard Shaw 

 
 

We are on the Web  -  go to … 
 www.iliasa.org.za 

The web is maintained by LIASA Chairman Sanjeev Singh 
for the members’ benefit 

 

  

WORDS of WISDOM 
 

“Friendship is unnecessary, like philosophy, like art … it 
has no survival value on its own  -  Rather, it is one of 

those things that give value to survival” 
 

“Peace comes from within … do not seek it without it”.   
 

                                                                            Charles S Lewis (1863)  

 

ASPIRANT LIFT INSPECTORS ... 
 

Please take note of the next courses in 2018, alt-
hough no dates have as yet been issued. However, 
by sending me your application forms, you will be 
registered for the first course in 2018. Go to our 
web or request directly from me … 
 

“Short Learning Program (SLP): Lift Regulations – 
Preparation for Registration with ECSA”: 

  

•         Application form to be completed (remember to 
attach a copy of your ID document) 

•         Course information 
  
 

Please take note of the following: 
 

1.     Please note that each course will consist of only 
20 candidates, meaning early response is necessary.  
2.     We will inform you as soon as the courses are 
full. 
For any further enquiry please contact us ... 
 

Mariska Swartz 

Inquiries ... 
 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Mechatronics 
and Industrial Design (B3-329) 
Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment 
TSHWANE UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY (TUT) 
Private Bag X 680, Pretoria, 0001 
 

 Tel:          +27 12 382-5164      

 Fax:         +27 12 382-5602 
 E-mail:   SwartzM@tut.ac.za. 

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za
http://www.iliasa.org.za/
mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za
mailto:SwartzM@tut.ac.za

